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HUSBANDRY MANUAL

clad is door enough and take this
in a wave and it breaks
catching up see to that at hand and
I have my darted fit
this like a conduit
this like a labor
criede at thuse place
this is the wood they live in
hollow
a teeth and hipbone hinge
arrives the fresh skins
I have my facture
my fracture dissolves into is
this Bearer goes away so presently
this present like a facet
patiently
this with no perspectival or pictorial
arrives in like a wave and
weather-like
skins
my brushes

are we not
clothed in
form
the weaver stands the loom
and bravely my
shaking still
still to shake in this to rend
web

this little wile
this morning
I have my composition
this afternoon
this evening
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those roses are in a pile

that wind ope'd doors in the wood

I have flesh of my sap

a flash my seep

by perseverant workings the interior

like anything

else

little season

this is my house and this my

+  

dead some residue

this kins

this the

+  
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I have this moment heard

this is my poore gate
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